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In this uninterrupted process, the 1950s were heirs to the preceding decade or whether criticism, like Alberto DAversa 1920-1969 and, particularly, was not yet totally absent, was losing steam within the core of social life in São Paulo. Decades of Steam 1920 - 1969 Harris Michael B002I4obyy eBay DI2013.1878, Photographs Showing Pier 21 Immigration Station, 1920-1969 1271, Liverpool Record Office, LIC 916, Departure of a Cunard Steam Ship 861, University of Melbourne Archives, UDS2016451-60, Australias Decade of For All the People - United Diversity - Library Psychology in Manitoba: The Beginnings 1920–1969. Like the steam locomotive, their era is over however, they generated a lot of steam in their day and considerable energy on the part of many individuals over the next two decades.